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COMMEMORATING OUR FIFIH CASTIE CAPERS SHOW.

1982 is the 75th Anniversary of the Seout movement which arose
from the now famous experimental camp for 20 boys held at
Brownsea Island near Poole in Dorset in August 1907. Since that
time the movement has continued to grow until it has organisations
in most countries and has a worldwide total of 16 million scouts.
The present Newcastle District is a combination of urban and rural
communities including most of the Newcastle town area but also
extending as far as Audley, Betley and Ashley. There are over 20
groups in the District and nearly 1,000 in the movement locally .
The Newcastle-under-Lyme District has existed for over 65 years and
may well have its origins as far back as 1908. Unfortunately, very
little has been traced about these earlier years, but from 1924 many
records exist following a re-organisation in that year. On looking at
the minutes of the Executive in the 1920's and 1930's it is
interesting to note that the issues and activities in those days are still
very much relevant to the 80's. An important milestone in Scouting
in Newcastle was the opening of Twyford House (a joint venture
with the Guides) with the benefit of a generous tionation, to provide a
central focal point and meeting place for Scouting in the District.
1982 is also the 50th Anniversary of the first Gang Show started in
London in 1932. North Staffordshire has always held a high
reputation for the quality of its Seount Gang Shows with the lead

OUR FIRST GANG SHOW YEAR.

being taken by the Stoke-on-Trent and Newcastle Divisional
'Sereamline' which started in 1934 and is now the longest running
Gang Show .
The idea of organising a district show on the present basis was
formulated about ten years ago and the result was the first 'Castle
Capers' Show in 1974 which has subsequently been followed by
shows at two year intervals. Scout shows cannot be described as Gang
Shows until they achieve a quality of production and organisation
which is worthy of the status set by the early London shows.
However, by 1980, with the benefit of experience, expertise and
guidance and the tremendous popularity of the show, the District was
sufficiently confident to invite Ralph Reader, the originator of the
Gang Show, along to make his assessment of 'Castle Capers ' . To the
delight of all the local organisers he had no hesitation in awarding the
accolade so that the 1982 show is the first in which we can really
describe 'Castle Capers' as a Gang Show.
The commemorative cover and special hand stamp have been designed
by Steve Dunn who has been associated with Scouting in Newcastle
for over 50 years. The commemorative cover contains the Newcastle
Scout Badge, the 26p stamp depicting Scouting and issued on 24th
March 1982 to commemorate the 75th anniversary and the special hand
stamp in recognition of the first official 'Castle Capers' Gang Show.

